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Abstract 
This work is performed to investigate the effect of using different types of sun tracking mechanisms on the 
flat plate  photovoltaic system performances  and the main parameters affecting the amount of  their output 
electrical energy as well as those affecting their gains compared to the traditional fixed photovoltaic systems. 
The evaluation of different systems has been performed on the basis of hourly measured data over a 
complete one year obtained from Bouzareah location (Mediterranean coastal site). Considering all sky states, 
the monthly and yearly produced electrical energy by each one of the considered systems as well as the 
electrical gain of the photovoltaic panel mounted on different sun tracker systems were evaluated. From 
these latter, it appears that the highest gains obtained are those related to the two axes sun tracker system, 
which decrease gradually,  from the inclined to the vertical rotating axis if the same optimum slope scheme 
is considered and from seasonal to the yearly optimum slope if the same rotating axis scheme is considered. 
So, from  the obtained results, appears that if also, all sky states conditions were considered, compared to the 
single axis sun tracking systems, the gain obtained by the two-axis sun tracking system is  relatively low  
and don’t exceed  three percent for some cases. On the other hand, is also observed that the quantity of 
electrical energy produced by the different systems follows a seasonal variation and mainly related to the sun 
tracker mechanism under consideration, the choice of the panel slope, the availability amount of solar 
irradiation amount mainly the normal direct component, the day length and from the seasonal variation of 
the weather conditions.   
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1. Introduction 
 The energy produced by any solar conversion system depends mainly on the solar energy collected by the 
considered system. However, to be able to collect the maximum of solar energy, the most usually used 
scheme, in flat plate solar applications, is a fixed solar collector surface oriented toward the south and 
generally inclined according to the annual, seasonal or monthly optimum slope [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], 
[8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13],[14] and [15]. Furthermore, the flat plate solar collectors, depending on the sky 
state, absorb a maximum of global solar irradiance especially around midday solar time, where the solar 
beam radiation takes its maximum values.  
Another solution has been proposed by several scientists to increase the flat plate solar system performances 
consisting of the use of the sun tracker systems. This solution is exclusively applied to the solar 
concentrating systems which use mainly the solar beam radiation in the case where the extra cost of the 
mechanical system and optical elements are significantly compensated by the increase of the performances 
of these systems. Furthermore, the use of the sun tracker systems in the flat plate solar system applications 
enable the collector’s surface to track constantly the sun, hence to collect the maximum of global solar 
energy all daylong. These systems will economically be profitable only if the extra cost related to the sun 
tracking mechanism is lower than the cost of the additional panels which will lead to the same power 
production with a system having a fixed structure. Furthermore, much research work has been accomplished 
in view of demonstrating the potential benefits from using a sun tracking system in solar energy flat plate 
conversion applications, such as  Gay  [16] whose established that a static photovoltaic system should have 
40 percent of additional photovoltaic modules to be able to produce the same annual energy as a 
photovoltaic system equipped with a two axes sun tracking mechanism.  In addition, a photovoltaic system 
equipped with a one axis tracking system produces 30 percent annual energy in excess as the same static 
system.  
Oria et al [17] showed that bifacial modules mounted on a polar axis sun tracker collect 1.7 times of global 
solar radiation energy compared with mono facial and static modules.  
Chander et al [ 18] also showed that 36 percent higher annual energy output can be obtained with a dual axis 
sun tracking system as compared to the fixed latitude tilted PV system.  
Neville [19], on the other hand, found that for mid latitude region, there are about 36 percent and 41 percent 
gains in power generation when using a single and dual-axis sun tracking system respectively as compared 
to a fixed photovoltaic system.  
Morcos [15], in turn, developed a mathematical model to find the optimal orientation and tilt angles of flat-
plate solar collectors in Egypt, concluding that by changing the orientation and tilt angles daily, it is possible 
to achieve a yearly total additional energy equal to 29.2 percent of that can be obtained by fixed collectors.  
Kacira et al. [20] studied and analyzed the performance of photovoltaic modules mounted on a two axes sun 
tracker and showed that a daily additional solar radiation and electrical power production reached 29.3 
percent and 34.6 percent, respectively, of that can be produced by a fixed photovoltaic panel on a particular 
day in July in Turkey.  
In his first work,  Chang [21] considered the gain of single axis tracked panel according to following 
extraterrestrial radiation and found that the amount of solar radiation gains are between 36.3 percent and 
62.1 percent for the four particular days of the year, between 37.8 percent and 60 percent for the four 
seasons and 49  Percent over all the year. 
 In a second work, Chang [22] presented a theoretical study  the electrical PV module output at different 
azimuth and tilt angles in Taiwan and the gain of  the PV module mounted on a single axis sun tracking 
system relative to a traditional fixed panel was analyzed  and  show that the yearly gain obtained from the 
extraterrestrial, predicted  and observed radiations care 51.4%, 28.5% and 18.5 % respectively if a single 
axis tracking PV panel is installed  is with the yearly optimum slope and the similar gain are 45.3%, 25.9% 
and 17.5 % respectively, while the PV panel is adjusted to its optimum angle each month.  
In a third work , Chang  [ 23] considered a theoretical study on  the East-West oriented single axis sun 
tracking system and found that the obtained gains are far less that those obtained from a North-South 
oriented single-axis tracked panel. Thus, 21.2%, 13.5% and 7.4% were obtained for the extraterrestrial, 
predicted and observed radiations, respectively.    
Huang et al [24] designed a new one axis sun tracking mechanism with three fixed angle adjustment 
positions, during the morning, at noon and in the afternoon and the obtained results showed that there was 
24.5 percent more power generated than a fixed module.  
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Abu-Khader  [25] designed and constructed multi-axes (North-South, East-West and vertical) sun tracking 
systems and found that there was an overall increase of 30 percent to 45 percent in the output power from 
North-South axes tracking system compared to the fixed PV system.  
Another experimental study was made by Abdelhah S. [26] to investigate also the effect of using different 
types of electromechanical sun tracking systems on the voltage current characteristics and the electrical 
power generation at the PV syst1em for also a Jordanian climate and during a clear sky condition (19th of 
May) and found that there were increases of electrical power gain up to 43.87%, 37.53% and 34.43% for two 
axes, East-West   and vertical tracking respectively, as compared to the fixed surface inclined at latitude of 
the location and oriented toward the south. 
 Sefa et al [26] Designed a novel one axis sun tracking system and an experimental work was been made and 
the obtained results show that the solar energy collected by on the tracking system is considerably much 
efficient than the fixed system and from the measurements he show also that the tracking system produced 
45% much energy and better performances than the fixed system  
Another experimental investigation of single axis sun tracking design was made by Al-Mohamed [ 27] 
during a summer sunny clear day and (19th of August) under a Syrian climate and concluded  that an overall 
daily power gain was increases by more than  20% compared to that a fixed system and it exceeded it by at 
least 40% for the period spanning morning and evening hours.  
Sungur C.[28] presented an electromagnetic two sun tracking systems and from data measurements show 
that 42.6% more energy was obtained in the two-axes system when compared to the fixed system.  
 Li et al [29] theoretically analyzed solar gain of inclined south-north single-axis tracked panels and found 
that the yearly optimal tilt angle of vertical single –axis sun tracker for maximizing the annual collected 
amount of solar irradiation was almost linearly proportional to the site latitude, and the corresponding 
maximum annual collectible solar irradiation on such a tracked panel was about 96 % of the amount of solar 
irradiation annually collected by two axes tracked panels. And compared with a traditional fixed south-
facing solar panel also inclined at the same optimum tilt angle, the annual collectible solar irradiation due to 
the use of the vertical rotating axis sun tracking system was increased by 28 % and by 16 % respectively in 
areas with abundant and poor solar resources.  
 In a second work, Li et al [30] the same theoretical procedure was suggested to investigate the optical 
performance of the inclined south-north single – axis tracked solar panels. Calculation showed that the 
maximum annual collectible irradiation on the PV panel mounted on an inclined South- North rotating axis 
was about 97-98 % of that mounted on a two-axis tracked system, and compared to the fixed south facing 
solar panel inclined at the same optimum slope, the increase in the annual gain due to using the inclined 
rotating axis was above 30 % and less than 20 % in areas, respectively, with abundant and poor solar 
resources. 
 In this work, two-axis sun tracker systems TAST, two vertical axis single rotating axis sun tracking 
mechanisms, where the respective panel surfaces are inclined according to the yearly optimum slope 
VAYOS and to seasonal optimum slope VASOS, two single inclined rotating axis systems, where the panel 
surfaces an inclined also at the yearly optimum slope IAYOS and at seasonal slope IASOS. Two fixed 
photovoltaic panel inclined respectively at yearly FPYOS and inclined at a seasonal optimum slopes FPSOS 
as traditional systems, have been considered.   Furthermore, in a first stage of this work, the improvement of 
the sun tracker mechanism contribution into increasing the flat plate photovoltaic system performances was 
made on the basis of monthly and yearly results, for Mediterranean climate and in where all sky states were 
considered. This is achieved by quantifying the electrical energy output by each of the considered systems. 
Then the electrical energy gain obtained by the moved  PV panels to that produced by the traditional fixed 
panels , FPYOS and FPSOS and,  that obtained by TAST panel to that produced by VAYOS, VASOS, 
IAYOS and IASOS systems were calculated and analyzed. At the second stage, are identified the 
parameters those are responsible for the obtained amount of electrical energy produced by different systems 
and those responsible for the obtained gains changes.  
 
2. Theoretical parameters 
In this study, for evaluating the performances of the different systems, two main sun coordinates are 
required: the sun altitude h or zenith angle and the azimuth Ȗs defined as the horizontal sun coordinate and 
calculated by means of equations proposed in [31] and presented in annex A1.     
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3. The different systems used - Description  
To calculate the amount of direct, diffuse and reflected solar irradiations collected by each of the considered 
systems, three main parameters are needed: 
- The solar beam incidence angle și; 
- The instantaneous slope of the panel surface ȕ; 
 -The panel azimuth Ȗ.   
For each of the considered systems, the expressions of the required parameters are presented in the following 
subsection. 
3.1 Fixed PV panel surface  
3.1.1. Incidence angle și  
For a fixed panel surface, oriented towards the equator (Ȗ=0) the expression of the incidence angle și, is 
given by Duffie et al [31] and expressed by Eq.(1): 
 
         > @ZGEMGEMT coscoscossinsincos 1  i                                         (1) 
 
Where ĳ, Ȧ and į  are respectively the latitude of the considered site, the hour angle and the sun declination. 
ȕ is slope of the panel which in this work, two optimum panel surface slopes have been used: the annual  [1] 
and seasonal optimum slope [32]. 
   
3.2 Sun tracking systems  
    Tracking systems are classified by their motion. The rotation of the considered system can be about a 
single axis or two axes. The three retained sun tracking mechanisms are given in the follow :  
¾ Single axis sun tracker system with a vertical rotating axis VAYOS and VASOS; 
¾ Single axis sun tracker  system with an inclined rotating axis and the panel surface is always  
parallel to axis IAYOS and IASOS ; 
¾ The two axis sun tracker system  (TAST). 
The calculation of the corresponding needed parameters were detailed in  [33].  
 
 
4. Photovoltaic models  
To compare and improve the different sun tracker systems effect on the solar flat plate systems performance, 
a theoretical photovoltaic model has been used.   Otherwise, several photovoltaic models have been 
proposed by scientists [34-39] describing the cell, module or panel behavior and operation. These models are 
different by the process from calculation, the precision and from the number of parameters intervening in the 
Current – Voltage characteristic. The one proposed by Towsend [38] based on four parameters, has been 
employed in this study for which the equivalent electrical circuit is given in Fig.4 and the corresponding 
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where q, is the electron charge 1.602 10-19 C,  k, Boltzmann’s constant, 1.381 10-23  J/°K and Ȗp, the 
empirical photovoltaic characteristic curve fitting parameter,  IL   is the photocurrent which depends linearly 
on the incident solar radiation and expressed by the following equation: 
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Fig.1. Equivalent electrical circuit of the four parameters model. 
 
 G(ȕ,Ȗ) is the global solar irradiance incident on the inclined photovoltaic panel, ȕ and Ȗ are respectively its 
inclination and orientation. Gref is the reference solar radiation which is always defined as being equal to 
1000 W/m2. The diode reverses saturation current I0 depends on the Cell’s temperature values and can be 
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Where Tc,ref  is the cell’s temperature at the reference conditions (1000 W/m2 and 25°C, generally). 
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Where NOCT is the normal operating cell’s temperature which corresponds to the air temperature of 20°C, 
global solar irradiance of 800 W/m2 and wind speed of 1 m/s. 
     Also, to solve the I-V equation, the four model parameters IL,ref, I0,ref, Ȗp, and Rs are needed. The algorithm 
used for determining these parameters is given in annex A2. 
 
4.1. Effect of Series /parallel connection of photovoltaic cells or modules on the PV electric output 
parameters 
     The output power from one photovoltaic cell is very small. To produce the required power for supplying 
any load, many cells are to be connected in series and parallel to build a module. Modules are also combined 
into panels. These panels are connected together to build the entire photovoltaic array. However, to describe 
the I-V characteristic for the considered array, the previous calculated parameters are needed and can be 
scaled in the following way: 
 
xThe total panel photo-current: 
LtotL INPI .,                                                                                                            (6) 
xThe total panel diode reverse current: 
0,0 .INPI tot                                                                                                             (7) 
xThe empirical PV curve fitting parameter: 
ptot NSJJ                                                                                                               (8)        
xThe total panel series resistance  
stots RNP
NSR  ,                                                                                                           (9) 
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If panels are connected in series the output voltage increases but if they are connected in parallel the output 
current increases, according to the following equations: 
INPItot .                                                                                                           (10) 
VNSVtot .                                                                                                               (11) 
 
where NS and NP are, respectively, the number of modules connected in parallel and in series.  
 
4.2. PV module Characteristics  
A BP 380 photovoltaic module, whose characteristics are obtained from [40] has been used for evaluating 
the electrical energy output of different sun tracking mechanisms.Using the algorithm presented in Annex A 
2 and Eqs  (6) to (11), the  Current – Voltage and Power -Voltage characteristics relative to three 
combination montages of four BP 380 PV modules are determined and plotted respectively in Fig.2(a) and  
in  Fig.2(b).  In these later, the star corresponds to the PV panel power at the maximum power point. 
 
 
(a)                                                                                   (b) 
Fig. 2  (a)  Current - Voltage (b)   Power - Voltage output characteristic of  4 BP380 photovoltaic modules 
combined into three montages. Ta is ambient air temperature and G(ȕ,J) is the global solar irradiance 
incident on the PV panel.  
 
5. Calculation of the hourly effective global solar irradiance on an inclined surface. 
For a real case and for all photovoltaic system studies, two main characteristics of the considered plant are 
required: the surrounding air temperature Ta and global solar irradiance G(ȕ,Ȗ) incident on the photovoltaic 
panel. So, in this study, to consider the effect of the incidence angle modifier on the amount of solar 
irradiance transmitted, absorbed and converted to electricity by cells, the effective global solar irradiance is 
considered which is calculated by Eq. (12): 
 
        rdeff KRKDKBG ,, ,,,, WDWDWD JEJEJEJE                                                 (12) 
where B(ȕ,Ȗ), D(ȕ,Ȗ) and  R(ȕ,Ȗ)  are, respectively, the direct, diffuse and reflected solar irradiance 
components incident on the considered panel. 





5.1. Direct solar irradiance calculation 
The direct solar irradiance incident on a plan with any orientation and slope is calculated by the following 
equation:     
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where Bn and și are, respectively, the normal direct solar irradiance and the incidence angle.  
 
5.2 Diffuse and ground reflected solar irradiance calculation 
 
Several models have been proposed in the literature to calculate the diffuse solar irradiance as those 
proposed in [41-45]. In this work, the distribution of the diffuse solar radiation is assumed anisotropic and 
the model proposed by Klucher [42] and modified by Baltas et al. [44] has been used and the corresponding 
relationship is given in Annex A3. Otherwise, the solar irradiance reflected by the ground reflection is 
assumed to be isotropic and the model proposed in [43] and presented in [31] to calculate this component, 
the corresponding relationship is also given in Annex A3.  
 
5.3 The incidence angle modifier KĲ,Į  
The incidence angle affects the amount of solar radiation transmitted, absorbed and converted to electricity 
by cells. This parameter has been defined by Duffie et al [31] as follows: 
 
    0W
TWTWD iiK  
                                                                                                      (14)
 
Where Ĳ(0) and Ĳ(și) are respectively the cover transmittance at normal incidence and at an incidence angle 
equal to și.  King et al. [46] provide a cell specific correlation for the incidence angle modifier under 
correlation form, expressed by the following equation: 
 
   ¦ 
5
1
iii aK TTWD                                                                                                 (15) 
The polynomial coefficients ai have been determined by Fanny et al [47] for several cell types and presented 
by De Soto et al [48]. The incidence angle modifier KĲĮ takes this effect in consideration and corrects the 
irradiation components in the effective irradiation Eq.(12). 
 
6. The used data 
 
In this work, a complete one-year (2001) hourly direct normal, horizontal global and diffuse solar irradiance 
as well as air temperature data measurements have been used. These have been collected at Bouzareah site, 
located in the North of Algeria (latitude =36.8°N, longitude 3.04° E and altitude=345 meters). According to 
the Koppen Geiger classification [49] the climate of this site is classified as Csa climate (a temperate climate 
with dry and hot summer).     
It should be noted that Kipp and Zonen [50] CM11 precision Pyranometer has been employed for measuring 
the global solar irradiance. This type of Pyranometer equipped with shadow ring has been also used to 
measure the diffuse solar irradiance. The shadow ring has been installed according to Kipp and Zonen 
instructions which state that its axis must always be parallel to the polar axis and, this way, can be adjusted 
to the sun’s changes in declination during the year. However, the sliding bare of the shading mechanism has 
been made according to the instructions presented in Kipp and Zonen [50]. Because the shadow band 
screens the sensor from a portion of the incident diffuse solar radiation coming from the sky, a correction 
has been applied to the measurements following the coefficient proposed in Batlles et al [51].  
The solar beam has been measured by using an Eppley Pyrheliometer equipped with an equatorial sun 
tracking mechanism and the instantaneous temperature by the Jules and Richard thermo hygrograph recorder 
employment.  
 In Table 2 are presented the measured parameters, the corresponding measuring instruments and accuracies 
of the sensors supplied by the manufacturers. The verification of the accuracy of the instruments which is 
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continuously updated on the basis of the comparison of the measured and calculated global solar irradiance 
by Eq. (16): 
 
Table 1  Equipments used  for measuring solar irradiance and dry air temperature 
 
Parameter  measurement  Unit  Type   of  Sensor Accuracy 
Horizontal global solar 
irradiance 
W/m² Pyranometer Kipp and Zonen CM11 ±2% 
Horizontal diffuse solar 
irradiance 
W/m² Pyranometer Kipp and Zonen CM11 
mounted under a shading ring 
±2% 
Direct normal solar 
irradiance 
W/m² 1.1. Eppley pyrheliometer, mounted on 
an equatorial sun tracher  
±2% 





  hnh DhBG  sin                                                                                               (16) 
 where Bn, Dh and h are respectively the normal direct, horizontal diffuse solar irradiance an the solar altitude 
calculated by Eq. (A1.1). 
The difference between the calculated and measured global solar irradiance amounts has been analyzed. 
Then using the supplied data by the manufacturer (see Table 1), as indicated above, and the propagation 
error technique presented by Glesner [52], the global solar irradiance error has been estimated to be +-6%, 
which is usually admitted as the acceptable limit of accuracy of measurement.  
It should also be noted that all solar irradiation sensors are connected to an automatic data acquisition 
system, the Data logger LI-1000 which provides good reliability with a high accuracy and a one-hour 
recording time step. In order to avoid any erroneous data, the calibration of the meteorological instruments 
and solar sensors is regularly checked. 
 
7. The number of used modules 
 
As mentioned above, in solar  photovoltaic applications, modules are combined into panels and fixed on sun 
tracking systems and depending on the required power for supplying the considered load, panels are 
connected together to build up the photovoltaic array. Furthermore, different sun tracking systems are 
available for use onto which can be fixed a panel with up to 20 modules. In this study, a panel with a 
combination of twelve BP380 modules has been used since this can be used for a small photovoltaic 
application. And if a large photovoltaic application is to be considered, panels can be combined to constitute 
the corresponding photovoltaic array. In this later case, all the required output parameters are to be 
calculated by means of eqs (6) to (11).   
 
8. The additional electrical energy  
The  electrical gains produced by the different panels (12 BP380 modules)  provided by one and  two-axes 
sun tracking systems to that produced by the fixed panels,  is calculated by the following relation: 
 






                                                                                                                                  (17) 
 
 
Where ET  and  EF  are respectively the  electrical energy produced by panels equipped with VAYOS, 
VASOS, IAYOS, IASOS, TAST systems  and by fixed panel FPYOS and FPSOS .  The same equation 
was also used to calculate the electrical gains produced by TAST systems to that produced by those fixed on 
the different single-axis sun tracking systems and, in this case, ET and EF represented respectively the 
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electrical energy produced by panels fixed on the two-axes and that produced by those fixed on the single-
axis sun tracking systems (VAYOS, VASOS, IAYOS, IASOS). 
 
9 Results and discussion 
 
In view of knowing the received amount of solar energy, the corresponding electrical energy produced by 
the different considered systems and their corresponding gains,  how the use of sun tracking systems affects 
the photovoltaic panel performances and which among the parameters are responsible for the obtained gains,  
the monthly and the  yearly results have been calculated and presented separately.         
 So, in this study, the yearly optimum slope is needed. This is calculated by the equation proposed by 
Gladius [1] into which the monthly mean daily horizontal global solar irradiation data, recorded over four-
years period (2001-2005) at  the Renewable Energy Development Center (Bouzareah-Algiers), are used as 
input. As a result, the estimated yearly optimum slope value  ȕy  is equal to 45.2 degrees. 
 This does not significantly differ from the value calculated by the Correlation developed by Gladius [1] 
using the result of the model proposed by Kern [8] and which gives 46.4 degrees. This is also nearly the 
same as that proposed by Saraf et al [3] who found that the yearly optimum tilt angle in Basra, Iraq was 
higher that the latitude by about 8 degrees. At the contrary, El Minir [32],  Gopinathan [7] and Soulayman 
[5] suggested that for the systems, which utilize solar energy throughout the year, the optimum tilt angle is  
almost equal to the site’s latitude. This is due to the fact that, in this work, the weather conditions and the 
demand for electrical energy have been taken into account. These latter do vary according to the  season, 
solar elevation at noon solar time and sunshine duration in winter which are smaller than those experienced 
during the summer season while the lighting electrical demand in winter (which is the main application in 
the North of Algeria) is higher than that in the summer season. This result is in agreement with those 
reported in  [Iqbal 6], [Kern 8], [Chiou10], and [Gladius 1].  
 Thus, a Matlab program has been developed in which are used as input the measured hourly direct normal, 
horizontal global and diffuse solar irradiance as well as the ambient air temperature, the BP380 module 
characteristics, location latitude, times, yearly optimum slope or seasonal optimum slope and using 
equations mentioned  in sections 2, 3  and 5, the hourly effective global solar irradiation on different surfaces 
is calculated and  according to the four parameters of the PV model algorithm presented in Annex A2 and 
equations presented in section 4 , the program calculates also the hourly  step time  power-voltage 
characteristics of the considered panel (six parallel series connected pairs of modules). The corresponding 
Power Pmp and Voltage Vmp output at the maximum power point conditions have been also calculated and, as 
an example, those relative to the 17th of July 2001 are presented in Fig.7.  From these later characteristics, 
the obtained Pmp is considered as the output power of the PV panel and on this basis the hourly electrical 
energy is calculated. 
 However, from the hourly results, the monthly and the yearly amounts of collected global solar irradiation 
and produced electrical energy by the 12 BP380 modules mounted on the FPYOS, FPSOS, VAYOS, 
VASOS, IAYOS, IASOS and TAST systems  as well as the sun tracking system gains were calculated and 
the corresponding results are presented as in following: 
 
9.3 Monthly results 
 
¾ In Fig.4 are presented the cumulative amount of the measured monthly normal direct,  horizontal 
global and horizontal diffuse solar irradiations; 
¾ In Table 2 are presented respectively the monthly effective global solar irradiation amounts Geff  
collected and that of  electrical energy PEE produced respectively by the FPOS , FPSOS, VAYOS, VASOS, 
IAYOS, IASOS and the TAST systems; 
¾ In Table 3 is presented Ad1, the gain values or the additional electrical energy produced by  the 12 
BP380 modules mounted on TAST, VAYOS, VASOS, IAYOS and IASOS  mechanisms to that 
produced by the traditional fixed panels FPYOS and FPSOS. In the same Table is presented also 
Ad2,  the electrical energy gain values  obtained by the TAST to those produced  by  the VAYOS, 
VASOS, IAYOS and IASOS systems; 
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Fig. 3  Hourly Power –Voltage characteristic of the 12 BP380 PV modules mounted  on the fixed structures 
FY, FS and on  VAYOS, VASOS, IAYOS, IASOS  and TAST  sun tracking systems during the 17th of July 
2001 (clear sky state day) in where the stars  the PV panel power production at the maximum power tracking 
conditions.     
However, from the results presented in Table 2, it is observed that: 
o The cumulative monthly amount of the effective global solar irradiation collected and that of  
electrical energy produced by the different systems follows a seasonal variation and depend from the 
availability of the solar irradiation amounts mainly from that of the direct component (see Fig 4) 
o Panel equipped with two-axis sun tracking system presented the most best performances over the 
year [ 25] [ 16]; 
o During  the summer period (April -September), the IASOS system leads the PV panel to have the 
second best performances followed by those obtained by  that fixed on VAYOS, IAYOS and VAYOS 
systems but, during the rest of the year, especially during the winter season (October-February),  Panels 




Fig. 4 Cumulative amount of the measured monthly normal direct,  horizontal global and horizontal diffuse 
solar irradiations; 
 
Table 2   monthly effective global solar irradiation amounts Geff  collected and that of  electrical energy PEE 
produced respectively by the FPOS , FPSOS, VAYOS, VASOS, IAYOS, IASOS and the TAST systems 




o If the fixed panel FPYOS  and FPSOS results are considered, it will be noted that during the period 
(October to February ) the two systems collected produced nearly the same amounts of global solar radiation 
and electrical energy but during the rest of the year the  FPSOS presented the best performances  than those 
presented by  the FPYOS; 
       Quantitatively, the comparison of the different system performances was made also by calculating the 
electrical energy gains obtained by the different moved panels to those produced by the fixed one and from 
results presented in Table 3 appears that: 
x      If  the TAST system is considered and compared to the fixed panels, it will be noted that: 
¾        The additional electrical energy Ad1  produced by TAST besides to that produced by FPYOS,
FPSOS varies from one month to the other and also follows a seasonal variation; 
¾ Compared to the electrical energy produced by the FPYOS, Ad1 takes its minimum value of 12.6 
percent in January and reaches its maximum value of 58.91 percent in June; 
¾ Again, compared to the electrical energy produced by the FPSOS, Ad1 takes also its minimum 
value of 12.16 percent in January and reaches its maximum value of 32.09 percent in July;  
¾ Compared to the VAYOS, VASOS, IAYOS and IASOS systems , the TAST an electrical energy 
gain varying as follows: 
o produced respectively by the  VAYOS and VASOS  systems; 
o Between 1.67 percent and 13.57 percent and between 1.61 percent and 4.30 percent compared with 
that produced respectively by the  IAYOS and IASOS  systems; 
       From were appears that, during the year, if all sky states were considered the IASOS and the VAYOS 
system presented performances whose can be competitive with those of the two sun tracker system if the 
economical aspect will be considered [ 29] and  [30].   
x If  the one axis sun tracker system were considered and compared to the traditional fixed panels, from 
results present also in Table 3  it is observed that: 
R  If the VAYOS and VASOS mechanisms are considered, it is observed that they produced respectively a 
higher electrical energy amount than that produced by FPYOS and FPSOS but always less than that 
obtained employing the TAST mechanism. Thus: 
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Table 3  the gain values or the additional electrical energy produced by  the 12 BP380 modules mounted on 
TAST, VAYOS, VASOS, IAYOS and IASOS  mechanisms to that produced by the traditional fixed panels 
FPYOS and FPSOS 
 
 
o Between 2.40 percent and 9.82 percent  and between 3.27 percent and 6.82 percent compared with 
that    The lowest Ad1 values are observed during the period from October to March and its minimum values 
reached in December. These evaluate to 8.93 percent for VAYOS-FPYOS, and to 9.32 percent for VASOS-
FPSOS; 
¾ At the contrary, this quantity is higher than 20 percent during the period from April to September 
and reaches its maximum value in July.  These evaluate to 49.02  percent  for the VAYOS-FPYOS  and of 
20.45 percent for the VASOS-FPSOS; 
R  On the other hand, if the inclined rotating axis is considered,  the IAYOS and IASOS it is observed that: 
¾ The lowest Ad1 values are obtained during the period of October to March and the minimum value 
of 10.75 percent for the IAYOS-FPYOS and of 10.39 percent for the IASOS-FPSOS are reached in 
January.  
¾   Values of this quantity is also higher than 20 percent are obtained during the period of April to 
September and  maximum Ad1 value of 41.63 percent for the IAYOS-FPYOS and of 27.43 percent for 
IASOS-FPSOS panels is reached in July; 
 
The obtained results are explained by the fact that: 
The collected global solar irradiance and consequently the produced electrical energy depend from how the 
used system tracks the sun. Thus, the panel equipped with the TAST mechanism is continuously oriented 
towards the sun, making the surface receives the solar beam with a zero incidence angle value. This is not 
the case for single-axis sun tracking systems neither the traditional fixed system. The single rotating axis 
systems retained in this study, follow the sun azimuthally only consequently, the incidence angle under 
which the considered system follows the sun position, depend mainly from the rotating axis and the panel 
slope choice. However, results presented in Fig.5 show that during the hours spanning the morning and 
afternoon, the TAST system presents the a small amount of additional electrical power production to that 
obtained by the PV panel mounted on single axis sun tracking systems but the whole of the moved systems 
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Fig.5(a) Hourly electrical power produced by the PV     Fig.5(b) Additional electrical power output of  the 
Panel  fixed on different systems during the 17th of        tracked PV panel to that of  traditional fixed panel  
July 2001(clear sky state).                                               during the 17th of July 2001(clear sky state). 
 
 
x produced more electrical power than that obtained by the traditional fixed panels. So, it appears also that 
around midday solar time, the two axis presented the most best results and the single-axis sun tracking 
systems VAYOS, VASOS and IAYOS, IASOS take, respectively, the same orientation and inclination as 
the FPYOS and FPSOS systems and thus receive and produce the same amount of global solar irradiance 
and electrical power (see Fig.5) and this justified also that the most part of the obtained electrical power 
gains of TAST to the VAYOS, VASOS and IAYOS, IASOS  are obtained at  the hours neighboring the 
solar noon time and this is confirmed by Abu-Khader [25], and by Chang [23]. 
x The amount of the collected global irradiation and that of the produced electrical energy depend 
also from the seasonal variation of the day length. Thus, results presented in Fig.5.a together with those 
presented in Fig.6 show that the whole of the considered systems produced electric power for a long time 
period during the July the 17th than during the 15th of January. Consequently the daily amounts of electrical 
energy produced by the different systems and relatives to the 17th of July are more important   to those 
obtained during the 15th of January  which   is also confirmed in  [16] and in [ 22 ]. 
 
 
Fig. 6 Hourly global solar irradiance collected by 12 BP380 PV modules fixed on different systems during 
the of 15th of January 2001(clear sky state). 
 
This depends also mainly from seasonal variation of the atmospheric components as the clouds cover, water 
vapor and aerosol amounts which affect directly the global transmittance of the atmosphere whose  affect 
directly the amount of the global solar irradiance collected by the considered PV panels and consequently 
the produced electrical power. The results presented in Figure 7 showed that the daily produced electrical 
power amount  depends also mainly from the clearness index values KT  which depends from the frequency 
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of the cloud passing  and their shading’s sun disc time long which affect directly the solar beam incident on 
the PV panel surface.  
Thus, if the results of the 2nd of November (KT=0.48, DL=10.4 hours) and those of the 1st of March 
(KT=0.28, DL=11.2 hours) are considered and compared. It appears that although that the 1st March day 
length is greater that of the 2nd of November, all systems present the best performances during the 2nd of 
November than during the 1st of March and this is explained by the fact the 2nd of  November is 
characterized by the best sky conditions.  The same results are observed if the 24th of May results are 




Fig.7 .Cumulative amounts of daily electrical energy produced by different systems for partially clear 
 However, it is well known that solar applications are most interesting if the state of the sky is clear. 
 But once installed, in any location, the photovoltaic panel should work under different sky states conditions. 
However, in Fig.8   is presented the daily electric energy amount produced by the different systems during 
completely overcast sky condition during different days representing different seasons of the year.  
 
Fig.8 Cumulative amounts of daily electrical energy produced by different systems for cloudy sky state 
conditions 
It is observed that during each one of considered days, all considered systems produced closely the same 
amount of electrical energy which is explained by the fact that during the cloudy days, there is a total 
absence of direct solar radiation and only that diffused by the atmosphere and that reflected by the ground 
are received by the PV panel. So, because the small value of the ground reflection coefficient (ȡ=0.20 in this 
study), the diffuse solar irradiance dominates. So, the distribution of the diffuse solar irradiation has been 
considered as anisotropic and the use of the model proposed by  Baltas et al. [44] is reduced to the isotropic 
model in which the expression (1+ cos(ȕ))/2 is considered as the form factor. On the other hand the reflected 
solar radiation by the ground is also assumed to be isotropic and, (1-cos(E))/2 is the corresponding form 
factor. Consequently, the collected amount of solar irradiance and the electrical power produced by the 
considered PV panels do not depend on the panel surface azimuth but depend strongly on its inclination. 
However, according to the slope of the panels, the two form factor are general lower than the unit for an 
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inclined surface and become respectively equal to unity and zero for a horizontal surface and this position 
leads the PV panel to receive the totality of the diffuse solar irradiance. This can be confirmed from Ph 
values, the daily electrical energy produced when the same panel is installed on a horizontal surface which is 
presented in Fig.8. It appears from this table that the amount of electricity produced by horizontal panels is 
much higher than that produced by the considered fixed or moved surfaces, which is confirmed by chiou et 
al.[ 10] and by Kelly et al [52].     
 
9.4 Yearly gain 
 
      From the monthly results are calculated the yearly total amount of global solar radiation and the 
corresponding electrical energy produced by different systems. The yearly gains obtained by the sun 
tracking mechanisms are calculated as well. The corresponding results are listed below: 
¾ In Fig.9 are  presented the total amount of yearly global solar  irradiation and the total electrical energy 
collected and produced by panels fixed on FPYOS, VAYOS, IAYOS, FPSOS, VASOS, IASOS  and 
TAST systems.  
¾ Fig.10  is presented the amount of additional energy produced by each of the moving panels as a 
percentage of the energy produced by the two fixed-panel, where: 
 
 Fig.9 Yearly global solar irradiation and the total electrical energy collected and produced by panels 
fixed on FPYOS, VAYOS, IAYOS, FPSOS, VASOS, IASOS  and TAST systems.  
 
Fig.10 Additional electrical energy produced by each of the moving panels as a percentage of the 
energy produced by the two fixed-panels. 
 
x VAYOS-FPSOS, IAYOS-FPYOS correspond respectively to the additional electrical energy 
produced by the panels fixed onto VAYOS and IAYOS systems with respect to that produced by the 
FPYOS system; 
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x   VASOS-FPSOS, IASOS-FPSOS correspond respectively to the additional electrical energy produced 
by the panels fixed onto VASOS and IASOS systems  with respect to that produced by the FPSOS  
system; 
x TAST-FPYOS, TAST-FPSOS, TAST-VAYOS, TAST- IAYOS, TAST- VASOS systems and 
TAST-IASOS  correspond respectively to the yearly additional electrical energy produced by the panels 
fixed onto TAST system with respect to that produced by the panels mounted on FPYOS, FPSOS, 
VAYOS, IAYOS, VASOS and IASOS systems; 
     From results presented Fig.9 and Fig.10,  it is observed that the 12 BP380 modules mounted on  TAST 
also collected and produced, respectively, the highest yearly global solar irradiation and electrical energy 
amounts. These quantities decrease gradually from the vertical VAYOS to IAYOS if the yearly optimum 
slope is considered, from the inclined IASOS to VASOS if the seasonal optimum slope is considered and 
from FPSOS to FPYOS if the fixed panels were considered. However the TAST system leads the PV panel 
to have the best performances over the year, followed by the OIS system and by the OVY system. This can 
be observed from Fig.10 in where a quantitative comparison was made: 
x Panels mounted onto the TAST system make the PV system produce the highest yearly additional 
electrical energy. The obtained figures regarding the considered systems are as follows: 
¾ 34.4 percent and 32.4 percent of additional electrical energy with respect to that produced  respectively 
by the FPSOS and FPYOS system; 
¾ 4.9 percent, 6.5 percent, 7.0 percent and 2.8 percent of additional electrical energy with respect to that 
produced respectively by panels fixed onto VAYOS, IAYOS, VASOS and IASOS systems (see 
Fig.10); 
      If the one-axis sun tracking mechanisms are considered and compared with the fixed panel systems: 
x Panels fixed onto the vertical rotating axis sun tracking mechanisms produced respectively 28.5  
percent against 16.0 percent of additional electrical energy if yearly (VAYOS-FPYOS) and seasonal 
optimum slope (VASOS-FPSOS) are used;  
xPanels fixed onto the inclined rotating axis sun tracking mechanisms produced respectively 26.1 percent 
against 20.8 percent of additional electrical energy if yearly optimum slope (IAYOS-FPYOS) and seasonal 
optimum slope (IASOS-FPSOS) are used; 
Also, it appears from the above that: 
 If  the economical aspect will be considered in where the  extra cost of the additional equipments used in the 
TAST system (two motors, supporting structure, electrical energy consumption) to that use in the single axis 
sun tracker system  will be compared to the cost of  additional amount of electrical energy produced by the 
DT [ 26, 27] to that produced by the one axis sun tracker systems  (2.8 percent (TAST-IASOS) and 4.9 
percent  (TAST-VAYOS), it is clear that it will be more profitable to use a IASOS or the VAYOS system in 




In this work, the performances of a PV panel mounted on a fixed structures who’s were inclined according 
to a yearly and seasonal optimum, those fixed on a single axis sun tracking systems with a vertical and that 
with an inclined rotating axis for whose also a yearly and seasonal optimum slopes were used as well that 
mounted on a two axis sun tracker mechanisms have been considered and were analyzed according a 
complete one year of measured data. These data represents different operating conditions for a PV panel. 
The  effective global solar radiation and the electrical energy respectively collected and produced by the 
different considered system  as well as the gains were evaluated for different conditions. The conclusions are 
summarized as in follow: 
x The used of sun tracker mechanisms contributes considerably to increases the photovoltaic system 
performances;  
x The used  of sun tracker mechanisms in solar flat plate applications are very beneficial during clear 
sky days, unnecessary during a cloudy sky state and depends mainly from the considered season, hourly 
cloud passing frequency for partially clear days; 
x The  amount of the collected global solar radiation and the produced electrical by the different 
considered systems depends from the system, from the sky state condition and whether parameters and 
from the seasonal variation of the day length. 
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x  The additional amount of global solar radiation collected and therefore the amount of electrical 
energy produced by a moved photovoltaic panel compared with the fixed panels, dependent principally 
from the seasonal evolution of the day length from where depends the seasonal variation of the day length 
or of that of the horizontal coordinates of the sun and depend also from the sky states condition.  
x Using the two axis sun tracker system lead the PV panel to collect and produce the higher global 
solar radiation and electrical energy amount and decreases gradually from one axis sun tracker system to 
the fixed panel.  
x A single inclined rotating mechanism axis  according to the  seasonal optimum slope is the second 
sun tracking system whose lead the PV panel to the best performances; 
x A single vertical rotating axis inclined according to the  yearly optimum slope is the third sun 
tracking system whose lead the PV panel to the best performances; 
x From monthly and yearly results, in where all sky states were included  appears  that the additional 
electrical energy produced by the DT system compared to those produced by the one axis sun tracker 
systems don’t exceed 5% for the cases of the OIS and OVY systems  .  however, for this case, an 
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where:  
 ĳ is the latitude of the considered location in degrees, Ȧ and į are respectively the hour angle and the solar 
declination defined as the equatorial sun coordinates expressed Duffie et al [31].  
Equatorial coordinates 
Hour angle 
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where tsv is the true solar time in hours 
Sun declination 
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where nj is the day number of the year  
The theoretical day length 
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Algorithm for calculating the Four PV panel parameters 
      Once Voc,ref , Ns, Isc,ref, Voc, ref, Vmp,ref, Imp,ref, ȝVOC, and ȝISC are available, the four parameters of       
the PV model are calculated by the following equations:  
1. IL,ref  is supposed to be equal to the short circuit current at reference conditions :     
        
refSCrefL II ,,                                                                                                                                         (A2.1)              
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where 
μVoc, μIsc, are, respectively, the temperature coefficients of open circuit voltage and short-circuit current.  
Tc,ref, Voc,ref   and IL,ref  are, respectively, the module cell’s temperature, the open circuit voltage and the 
module photocurrent at reference conditions, while egap  and Ns are  the semi conductor band gap energy (1.12 
eV for Silicium ), and the number of the individual cells in the module, 
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ANNEX A3 
x Diffuse solar irradiance calculation 
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where: D(ȕ,Ȗ), Dh, ȕ, Ȗ, șz, și and h are respectively the diffuse solar irradiance on inclined, the measured 
horizontal diffuse surface, the panel slope, the panel azimuth, zenith angle (Eq.(A1.2)) , incidence angle and 
the sun elevation (Eq.(A1.1)). 










DF                                                                                                                           (A3.2) 
10. Solar irradiance reflected by the ground   
    EUJE cos1
2
1,  hGR                                                                                                           (A3.3) 
where: ȡ, Gh, ȕ, and are respectively the ground reflection coefficient, global  solar irradiance measured on 




Ad : additional electrical energy produced by the photovoltaic system [%] 
a The ideality factor at real conditions 
aref  The ideality factor at reference conditions 
Bn  Direct solar  irradiance in [W/m2] 
B(ȕ,Ȗ)  Direct  solar irradiance incident on an inclined panel surface [W] 
D (ȕ,Ȗ)  Diffuse solar irradiance incident on an inclined panel surface [W] 
Dh : Horizontal diffuse solar irradiance   [W/m²] 
 ET  Electrical energy produced by panels provided with a tracking  
EF   Electrical energy produced  by fixed panel 
egap The semiconductor band gap energy (1.12 eV for Silicium) 
G(ȕ,Ȗ)  : Global solar radiation collected by an inclined panel surface [W] 
Gref       Reference  global solar radiation  (1000 W/m2) 
Gh Horizontal global solar irradiance [W/m2] 
h  sun elevation [degrees] 
I  Electrical current delivered by the PV module [A] 
I0    diode reverse saturation current under real conditions [A] 
I0,ref    diode reverse saturation current under reference  conditions [A]     
I0tot   total diode reverse saturation current under real conditions A 
IL,tot  total panel’s photocurrent under real conditions   [A] 
IL  module photocurrent under real conditions               [A] 
I L,ref   module photocurrent under  reference  conditions   [A] 
Imp module output current at the maximum PV power point output  [A] 
Isc    module’s short circuit  current under real conditions  [A] 
Itot    total current delivered by the PV panel    [A] 
k Boltzmann’s constant =1.381 10-23  J/°K 
KT clearness index  
KĲĮ   incidence angle modifier for the direct solar irradiance 
KĲĮ,d  incidence angle modifier for the diffuse solar irradiance 
KĲĮ,r   incidence angle modifier for the reflected solar irradiance 
nj  day number in the year 
NOCT  Normal Operating Cell Temperature    [°C] 
NP parallel modules number in panel 
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NS series modules number in panel  
Ns   module cell series number 
Ph  daily horizontal PV module electrical energy production [W] 
q   electron charge in 1.6 10-19 C 
R(ȕ,Ȗ)  Reflected solar irradiance incident on an inclined panel surface [W ] 
Rs    series module’s resistance    [ ȍ] 
Som :  Cumulative electrical Energy in [Wh/m2] 
Ta  ambient air temperature                       [ °C] 
Tc             cell’s temperature under real conditions  [°C] 
Tc ,ref      cell’s temperature under reference  conditions  [°C] 
tsv     solar time [hour] 
V  module output  voltage in V 
Voc    module open circuit  voltage under real conditions  [V] 
Voc,ref    module open circuit  voltage under reference  conditions [V] 
Vtot  total output voltage of the PV panel       [V] 
Vmp module output voltage at the maximum PV power point output  [V] 
 
Greek letters 
Į     module cell’s absorption coefficient 
ȕ  panel’s slope   [degrees] 
ȕopt   optimum panel’s slope  [ degrees] 
ȕy         Yearly optimum slope        [degrees] 
ȕs          Seasonal optimum slope    [degrees] 
į sun declination    [degrees]  
ĳ  latitude              [ degrees] 
Ȗs  sun azimuth    [degrees] 
Ȗp      empirical photovoltaic curve fitting parameter 
Ȗtot  total empirical photovoltaic curve fitting parameter 
ȝVOC    the temperature coefficient of open circuit voltage mV/°C 
ȝIsc             the temperature coefficient of short-circuit current mA/°C 
și  incidence angle   [degrees] 
șz  zenith angle [degrees] 
Ĳ   module’s cover transmission coefficient 
  Ȧ  hour angle        [degrees] 
   
 
 
 
